When I hear a song or when I look at art I wonder 'bout how it was made. I wonder where it starts.

I wanna see inside their studio a magic place where we can go to make art grow.

Ohh if you got a little idea.

de a do ya Ohh story in your heart.

Ohh if you got a little idea.
de all you need is a place to start

Is it a tiny little nook

or a great big sunny room

A place to dance and

dream and move a place to just be you

Let's

go inside the studio a magic place where we can go to

make art grow

Ohh if you got a little idea do ya

Ohh story in your heart
Ohh if you got a little idea all you need is a place to start

Pick up rhythm sticks and tap tap tap like this

Pick up rhythm sticks and tap tap tap like this

(Sticks tapping rhythm^)

Ohh if you got a little idea do ya

Ohh story in your heart
Ohh if you got a little idea all you need is a place to start
Keep tapping
Ohh
Ohh
Imagine where you're making something out of clay
Imagine where you're practicing your song all day
- gine that it's filling out to the world you know 'cause art

is made for sharing from our studio

Ohh

if you got a little idea do ya Ohh

story in your heart Ohh

if you got a little idea all you need is a place to start

Ohh

Ohh
When I hear a song or

when I look at art I wonder 'bout where it was made I wonder where it starts